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make your future bright in Medical Field in Europe
OUR MISSION...

Our mission is to offer our students education that responds to the demands of modern society and trends in the field of medicine by focusing on the future.

We believe that study programs in English will consolidate their position in the sphere of higher education. We will continue to carefully follow and respond to current demands; as well as to set new goals in order to enable our students to fully maximize their potential.

We have strived to keep the student in the center of the teaching process by creating curricula with clearly defined learning outcomes and competencies.

WHY CHOOSING US

Choosing a place study is one of the most important decisions a person will make in his or her lifetime. We believe that the Faculty of Medicine Foca degree and experience will prove to be one of your key investments, as it will open the door to new opportunities and prepare you for a world beyond the classroom.

The Faculty of Medicine Foca was founded in 1993. Its diploma is highly recognized and accepted. In 2008, higher education was reformed in line with the Bologna process. The doctors who have acquired knowledge and skills here, have improved health care in Bosnia & Herzegovina as well as in surrounding countries, Europe, and in the world, which is the greatest acknowledgment and pride of the Faculty.

ACCOMMODATION

In addition to rooms for students, the dormitory also has rooms for visiting professors, a reading room, a library and kitchen and boiler room. For students to have the best possible conditions in their "Second house" each room has a kitchenette and a toilet.

University has its own modernly equipped student dormitory 1.5 km away from the center of the town.

Bosnia & Herzegovina

Bosnia and Herzegovina is a country situated in the western Balkan Peninsula of Europe. The larger region of Bosnia occupies the northern and central parts of the country, and Herzegovina occupies the south and southwest. Roughly triangular-shaped. Bosnia and Herzegovina is bordered by Serbia to the east. Montenegro to the South and Croatia to the north and southwest. It is not entirely landlocked: to the south it has a narrow coast on the Adriatic Sea, which is about 20 kilometres long.

Literacy Rate: Male: 99.5% Female: 97.5%
Faculty of Medicine Foća

People at the Faculty of Medicine Foca are dedicated to development of science and research for new medical solution to improve health care system and help the population. Our motto is that “investing in young researchers secures our future”. For that reason, we pay special attention to scientific research which is a highly important segment of teaching process, and in 2014 we were proclaimed the best scientific research institution in the Republic of Srpska by the Ministry of Science and Technology.

Foca is an ideal city for students - a small place that has succeeded in making a serious and prestigious university community consisting of Faculty of Medicine which is the part of public University of East Sarajevo which has about 2000 students all together. Full of vitality and fun, it has all the advantages of a university centre, with the friendly atmosphere of a small town. It is cosmopolitan in outlook with local charm and warm hospitality. Surrounded by beautiful mountains, its compact city centre is full of clubs, cafes, restaurants and shops, and as a centre of learning, Foca is a vibrant hub of student life.

The Center for Biomedical Research, consisting of 3 laboratories, is the only one of this kind in the Republic of Srpska. It is equipped with the latest standards, and hopefully, it will grow up into a Center of Excellence. In the Center, our PhD students have been doing very serious research on stem cells, nanomaterials etc. We have certainly been stimulating the students to engage in scientific research from the very beginning of the teaching process. We have participated in over 30 international projects: Tempus, Erasmus + WHO, and numerous national projects. We also have an active students’ association that offers both educational activities and social events. The students’ association regularly organizes a variety of student events, providing you the opportunity to attend special lectures and seminars given by guest speakers, take an active part in research, participate in students’ exchange or sports competitions, express your musical talent, and so much more.

Health care in Foca has a long and rich tradition. The first hospital was founded in 1896. From that period, the hospital has had a long development path. In 1993 it was transformed into the clinical center, thus becoming the teaching base of the Faculty of Medicine at the University of East Sarajevo. In 2007 it was named the University Hospital Foca, which provides secondary and tertiary health care. Today, it is modern medical and university center. The Faculty of Medicine together with the University Hospital (5 pavilions) on the first glance, looks like the campus.
Documents Required

- Birth Certificate
- Two photographs with White Background
- 10th, 11th & 12th Marks sheet
- NEET Marks sheet
- Passport
- Student’s Registration Form (“SV obrazac”) provided by students affairs office
- Proof of payment of the tuition fee.
- Health Insurance
- Student’s Visa issued by the Ministry of Interior Affairs.

Accreditations and Recognitions
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